Presentation to 100 Huntley Street
12 October: The Slow Burn Principle—7 Signs

L

ast time we saw how the Slow Burn Principle describes the gradual, unconscious
drift deep into debt:

A toehold becomes a foothold then a stronghold and finally a
stranglehold
First you borrow small amounts, often without thinking, and then rising amounts
until your loans shock and depress you. Desperately you start believing lies some television
evangelist tell you: “Sow in my ministry”, they say, “so God can give you a financial
blessing.” But they ignore your condition! And so do you, as you add another charge to your
credit card!
Today I want to share with you seven signs warning that you are a victim or you’re
about to become a victim of the Slow Burn Principle. These signs come from my experience
working with individuals and couples over the past 10 years. Each sign’s effect is different,
but each gives the same message: Your financial condition is declining or has worsened
because of your behaviour; finances are controlling or are about to control your life!
Like a frog in a beaker that does not feel the rising heat, you have become
insensitive to extra debt. Stop; turn to the Lord, accept His way forward!
Here are the seven signs:

Let’s look quickly at each.
First, if you stopped or never started giving money, time and talents to the Lord
you haven’t surrendered these items to Him. Ask Jesus to show you how to use funds you get.
They belong to Him! If you are not presenting 100% to Him and allowing Him to direct how you
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share them, you won’t hear His voice and won’t see His solutions to your circumstances
because you will be preoccupied with you.
Second, if your income has been rising but debt climbs too, that’s a reminder you
are spending beyond your means? Sadly, it is our normal condition because we don’t save to
buy stuff. Decide to freeze your yearly spending level for at least two years. Give 100% of
income increases in these two years to the Lord.
Third, if you can’t pay your credit card balances in full monthly you can’t afford
to keep a credit card. A credit card is a cheque; use it for budgeted items only, and when you
have funds in the bank. Never use it to spend based on your emotions. Cut it up if you think it
causes you to spend what you don’t have! You will spend about 30% less if you spend cash.
Usually improper credit card use starts the slow burn process! Meditate on 2 Kings 4:1-7.
Fourth, if you are thinking about consolidating debt, you are well along the slow
burn path! Debt consolidation doesn’t work unless you change the behaviours that caused the
debt. Debt consolidation could be your enemy because it looks good on paper but often you
forget you must change to get the benefits! If you are thinking to consolidate debt, ensure
you have changed your behaviour; ask God to bring a strong Christian person to encourage
your walk with Him. Proverbs 27:17 reminds us:
As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another.
(Proverbs 27:17)
Sometimes there are valid reasons to do the fifth sign: cashing an insurance
policy. This is an issue only if your motive is to get cash to spend because you are in debt.
Watch out! Seek help. Ask Jesus to keep you focused on His promises.
Many folks know they are on the slow burn path from the sixth sign: delaying bill
payments and paying some only partly? Delaying the hydro bill to pay a part of the phone bill
is a clear sign you need to change your attitude to money.
The seventh sign applies to many Canadians: They have used savings to pay
regular bills—a key early slow burn process indicator!
Are you on the slow burn path? Many folks are there but don’t know because they
rationalize their spending. Ask Jesus to show you where you are and how you can join Him
where He is.
God bless and remember Jesus loves you.
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